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We acknowledge the immense power inside a tiny seed when we
witness its transformation into a gigantic tree. This seed has
fought its way out overcoming nature’s obstacles in its path to
become one giant that touches skies.
An enterprise also starts its journey in form of a tiny seed. It is
sowed as an idea which gradually grows into a colossal institution
crossing all barriers in its path to touch the echelons of success.
All this is made possible on the back of consistent hard work,
innovation and perseverance of its members. Like this, four
decades back, Shree Cement was also once just a tiny seed.

B. G. Bangur | Chairman

All actions at Shree
remain anchored in
fulﬁlling our shared
vision of “Lead in
creating prosperity
and happiness for
all stakeholders
through innovation
and sustainable
practices”. This
shared vision keeps
all of us grounded
to our roots and our
purposes.

Over these years, Shree has leveraged interdependencies of
technology, processes and people to deliver best-in-class
products. Our teams constantly research, experiment, innovate
and persevere to optimise everything that they do. Our operations
branch out across the breadth of India to widen its reach. We have
maximised creation of value and share it equitably amongst our
universe of stakeholders. All actions at Shree remain anchored in
fulﬁlling our shared vision of “Lead in creating prosperity and
happiness for all stakeholders through innovation and sustainable
practices”. This shared vision keeps all of us grounded to our roots
and our purposes.
The history of human race demonstrates that severe storms of
diﬀerent kind have tried to rock the boat of human progress, time
and again. But the resilience of human spirit and collaboration led
innovative solutions have helped it sail through these storms. The
present COVID-19 health challenge is one such storms the world is
facing today. At Shree Cement, we have taken utmost care to
ensure that we not only stay safe ourselves, but also be a part of
government’s mission to collectively defeat this common enemy.
Overcoming this challenge may take some time, but collectively
we all shall overcome it for sure.
Despite the challenges, we are committed to put our best foot
forward for continued and sustained value creation for our
stakeholders.
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